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Final Report to Te Wananga o Aotearoa
Development of Online Delivery for Te Korowai Kohungahunga: Bachelor of
Teaching Early Childhood

Executive Summary
This piece of work is very timely.

The Ministry of Education has made a

commitment to early childhood education by implementing strategies which will raise
the number of young children attending early childhood services, by encouraging the
participation of whanau and families in the education of their children, and by
emphasising the need to raise the quality of early childhood education through teacher
provision. This report is submitted as a contribution to teacher provision.
In a letter from Steve Maharey (Sept 2003), Te Wananga o Aotearoa was
acknowledged as the first Maori educational institution to have developed a kaupapa
Maori based Bachelor of Teaching in Early Childhood Education. This came at a
time when TWoA was granted an exemption from the moratorium which has been
placed on the funding of newly developed pre-service teacher education programmes
and private training establishments.
This project set out to identify critical factors which need major consideration before
determining whether TWoA has the capacity and capability to provide a proportion of
Te Korowai Kohungahunga, the Bachelor of Teaching in Early Childhood Education,
through online learning.

The critical factors to be discussed in this report are

Information Technology provision, the implications for staffing, professional
development and research, online teaching strategies, and funding implication.
Finally, a list of recommendations has been made which have emerged from the
findings of this report.
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Early in 2003, Te Wananga o Aotearoa (TWoA) began processes to develop a kaupapa
Maori Bachelor of Teaching in Early Childhood. Other than the early childhood
strategic plan, the Ministry of Education’s strategic directions fully supported this
initiative by TWoA. This qualification will contribute to key outcomes the government
has indicated that it wants to achieve, therefore the degree is critical to the following
outcomes. As stated in Nga Haeata (2001) the supply and retention of Maori medium
teachers are critical as they help to:


Provide positive role models for Maori students



Raise educational expectations and achievements for Maori



Improve the quality of Maori immersion education



Develop the capacity of iwi and Maori to initiate their own education
programme (P25)

Goal 10 in Nga Haeata Matauranga (2001, p40) identifies that more Maori teachers
will be recruited into early childhood education. As a Maori provider of educational
programmes, TWoA will have the capacity to meet these outcomes both
philosophically and academically.
The Early Childhood Ten Year Strategic Plan identifies one of its major Goals as
improving the quality of ECE services (MOE 2002, p8). The strategy identified as
meeting this Goal is that of increasing the numbers of registered teachers by increasing
teacher supply. The actions required to carry this intent through is to ensure that ECE
teacher education programmes support all ECE teachers in the use of te reo and tikanga
Maori as well as develop teacher education programmes that are suitable for ECE
teachers who work in Maori immersion situations (ibid p14). TWoA once again has
the capacity to provide a teacher education programme which will be culturally,
socially, and educationally appropriate to meet these outcomes. It is also intended that
the participants undertaking this Degree are able to work competently and confidently
across a range of early childhood settings.
The series of Progress Reports responding to Hui Taumata recommendations outline
five emerging themes which the Government, in conjunction with Maori, will work
toward and at the same time building a sustainable and cooperative relationship which
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Two of the occurring themes

specific to this application are Tooku paa harakeke – Tooku puu kurakura: The family:
the education cornerstone and Ooku rangi whakamataara: Striving for quality in
education. These themes advocates strongly for increasing Maori teacher supply and
whanau education. Included in these reports is the Maori Language Education Plan,
which also aims at improving teacher supply. The philosophy of kaupapa Maori
education programmes embraces the involvement of whanau in the education of their
young. The Degree offered by TWoA would target all sectors of the community.
The Tertiary Education Strategy 2002/07 contains six strategies to enhance the
performance of the Tertiary sector. Strategy number two refers directly to Te Rautaki
Matauranga Maori, which is to contribute to the achievement of Maori development
aspirations. This strategy is divided into six objectives:
1. Tertiary education leadership that is effectively accountable to Maori
communities
2. Strong and balanced Maori staff profiles within the tertiary education system
3. Quality programmes that recognise te ao Maori perspectives and support the
revitalisation of te reo
4. Robust options for kaupapa Maori tertiary education that reflects Maori
aspirations
5. Increased participation by Maori in both a broader range of disciplines and in
programmes that lead to higher level qualifications
6. A tertiary education system that makes an active contribution to regional and
national Maori/whanau/iwi/hapu development.
(Website hhtp://www.tec.govt.nz/strategy.html 18/03/03)
TWoA and its current development in early childhood education reflect the objectives
set by the Tertiary Education Council also.
In the early childhood sector it is recognised that there are a pool of Maori educators
who are less likely to be qualified or registered than the total group of teachers (MOE
2002, p45). Scholarships offered to increase teacher supply is one strategy for attracting
participants, however, we would suggest that there are other issues that may impact on
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applications to teacher education programmes such as accessibility, institutional
culture, and flexibility in the delivery of programmes.

Because TWoA are multi-sited they have the ability to take the programme to the
people, their philosophical base is Maori and the modes of delivery offered by TWoA
are varied such as wananga, online delivery, work based and night classes. TWoA are
community focused and have the flexibility to cater to different types of personal
scenarios.
The Hui Taumata Matauranga Report Back (2002) identifies that in order to develop
professional capability, the objective is to empower learning institutions to develop and
implement a curriculum that is culturally relevant for Maori. By the 28th November
2003, the development of a kaupapa Maori Bachelor of Teaching in Early Childhood
was completed and is now awaiting accreditation.
In October 2003 the National Operations section of the Ministry of Education
released a request for proposals for the development and provision of teacher
education programmes that support kaupapa Maori or Maori immersion early
childhood education. This initiative was influenced by the ten year early childhood
strategic plan, Pathways to the future: Nga huarahi arataki. One of the strategies in
the plan is to increase the number of registered teachers, so that by the year 2012, all
regulated staff in teacher-led services are registered. It also includes goals which seek
to improve the appropriateness of and effectiveness of ECE services to Maori, and to
increase the participation of Maori children and their whanau. By November 2003 a
proposal had been drafted and submitted by TWoA to National Operations in
response to the call for submissions.

The Project
The project direction was determined by the extensive consultation undertaken in the
development of the Bachelor of Teaching in Early Childhood for TWoA. There was a
strong call for the degree to be taken to the people; that a variety of delivery methods
be considered; that working people are able to access this programme and continue
their employment. A clear statement was that the quality of all staff delivering the
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degree is critical as well as resourcing. The following assertions informed this
development:


qualified lecturers are critical to this degree;



noho marae and wananga must occur;



the need to seek possibilities of delivering online;



delivery by block courses be considered;



open communication line directly to pouako such as telephone, fax, email, text
messaging be available;



the programme must cater for various personal situations such as working
people, rural and city environments;



be creative and innovative in delivery;



strike the right balance between academia and hands on experiences;



ensure sufficient resourcing is available at beginning of programme;



ensure that programme has quality, up-to-date resources;



consider the clustering of students on teaching practice;



more opportunities for longer teaching practice experience;



teaching practice to be carried out in a variety of early childhood services;



the use and drawing on community expertise as facilitators;



that all courses will be taught both te reo Maori and the English language;

Therefore the purpose of this initiative was to research the capacity and capabilities of
TWoA to deliver parts of Te Korowai Kohungahunga online which appears to be a
mode of delivery that will satisfy many of points raised above. The introduction of
online delivery is an unknown factor in the progression of the degree. Consultation,
research and planning of this service took cognisance of the fact that the delivery
timeframe of July 2004 could still be managed and that the service is cost effective.
Following are the findings of this report:

PART ONE
1. Rationale for Online Delivery
Information Communication Technology (ITC) delivery has emanated as a result of
consultation demanding that modes of delivery include “taking the programme to
them”, and that flexibility and creativity be considered as fundamental considerations
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It is also important to consider

the characteristics of potential akonga such as:


akonga who are employed and working fulltime in early childhood centres;



akonga who are rural;



akonga who have access to TWoA campuses;



akonga participating in the programme on a national scale;

2. Principles for Design of Online Delivery
Online delivery for parts of the degree is considered to be an appropriate mechanism
to meet this requirement, therefore, the purpose of this section of the report is to set
out the guiding philosophical framework for taking Te Korowai Kohungahunga,
Bachelor of Teaching in Early Childhood Care and Education online in accordance
with Kaupapa Maori educational principles. Kaupapa Maori philosophy must be
central to the learning activities and assessment processes used in this degree
programme can be adapted to the online context.
The principal aim of using technology to take this degree online is to provide access
to higher education for an important group who are of critical importance to the
promotion of and advocacy for the strengthening of Maori perspectives and
worldviews in the arena of education. The opportunity offered by online technologies
will provide new ways of studying which will enable a flexible pattern of study. This
according to Brooks (2003) and Howell et al (2003) is one of the major factors which
make online learning an appealing option to different communities, because it is able
to take account of changes in personal circumstances which might result in the need
to take a break or slow down the pace of studies. This flexibility is of particular
importance when technology is being used to provide access to tertiary education to
people who may have significant other commitments in their lives other than studying
as a full time activity. Failure to do this may result in high drop out rates. The design
of the degree has at its centre a deliberate attempt to foster collaborative learning both
in the face-to-face elements and online, where akonga will subject their ideas and
practice to self-examination, as well as the examination of peers (Deubel 2003).
Akonga will learn the skills to improve their effectiveness in their placements and
practicum sharing this experience through the online communities. This will develop
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their ability, and confidence to influence and improve practice within their work
setting when they graduate and find employment.
The experience for the akonga should focus on ‘understanding why and knowing how

to’ develop skills of critical reflection and problem solving (Zepke et al. 2001), with
an

understanding

of

Maori

cultural

aspirations,

language,

and

Maori

herstories/histories (Durie 2003, Bishop and Glynn 1999, Coxon et al 1994, Hemara
2000). Sharing through dialogue in online communities is central to this aspiration.
In line with Kaupapa Maori philosophy, each akonga will be a member of a lively
online learning community, where collaborative learning will be generated through
participation using a range of approaches to online learning through the adoption of
different processes and protocols including reflective dialogue with peers, co-learning
with lecturers, making a ‘delightful’ learning experience. Boyle (2000) argues that
for real learning to take place, the establishment of effective learning communities is
critical. This statement is supported by educators such as Hill (1999), Caldwell
(1997), Sergiovanni (1996), Penetito (1994), Smith (1999) who all believe that any
model of education needs to be empowering and emancipatory. The model of learning
which underpins this programme is one of an autonomous, self-directed, critical, and
reflective individual who seeks to learn collaboratively. This model emphasises an
analysis of the values, morals and ethical dilemmas surrounding this type of work.
According to Gee (2002) an online learning community needs a clear purpose and
focus, therefore recruitment of akonga who will benefit from this approach requires a
high degree of attention and is expanded upon in a later section.
The online learning community will play a significant role in providing affective /
social support for all members by fostering social interaction. A review of technical
infrastructure requirements relating to the community software and a programme
website and the technical support required is set out in a separate section.

3. Staff Qualifications
It is expected that all appointed lecturers to this degree programme will have:


The minimum of an academic qualification equivalent to the degree that is
being offered
10
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A postgraduate degree such as Masters in Education or currently working
toward a M.Ed is the preferred qualification

While this qualification is appropriate to the degree being offered, what needs
immediate attention are the skills and knowledge lecturers would require to deliver
distance learning online.

3.1 Implications for Staffing of Programme
At the heart of making this programme work are the TWoA Lecturers, who will take
on the roles of tutor, co-learners, experts, coaches and/or mentors. They will provide
the active facilitation of the online spaces as well as the individualised support of
learners. According to Brooks (2003), the attitude of instructors, students, course
administrators, and course designers has a significant impact on the quality of a
distance education programme, therefore staff training and professional development
are critical.
Below is a draft outline of the key responsibilities of someone working in an online
degree.

It can not be over emphasised how essential it is that lecturers who are

selected to deliver the programme not only have a good knowledge and understanding
of Early Childhood education, but also embrace the online philosophy of the degree
explained in this document.
3.2 Main Purpose of Task
To work with akonga as facilitators and researchers and to participate in the ongoing
development of the online segment of Te Korowai Kohungahunga.
3.3 Main duties and responsibilities for staff to include
•

To work collaboratively in the development of the online learning
communities, including stimulating and co-ordinating topic discussions

•

To take the role of ‘expert’ in learning communities in relation to issues of
teaching and learning

•

To act as an advocate for akonga as researchers

•

To support akonga as researchers in their development as self directed learners

•

To work collaboratively to develop papers including: resources, research
activities, assessment to support learning and use of new technologies
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•

To be familiar with issues of teaching and learning in relation to Tertiary
education including regulations and requirements of TWoA, Teachers
Council, NZQA and current good practice in Tertiary institutions

•

To be familiar with current ‘workplace’ learning theory and practice and apply
appropriate strategies and practices

•

To apply Kaupapa Maori philosophy and preferred practice to working with
akonga as researchers

•

To assess akonga work in accordance with regulations including attending of
training and meetings as required for assessment, moderation, and professional
development

•

To take part in action research and scholarly reflection on the processes of online learning including the use of technology and approaches to learning

•

To share research findings via mechanisms such as websites, journals, and
conferences.

All lecturers must have an enthusiasm for exploring different approaches to learning
using technology with a willingness to learn as being the most important requirement.

4. Professional Development Programme:
The aim of professional development is usually to move people from where they are
to a state from which they would be able to work effectively from a different point or
at another level. This provides the participant with the confidence and competence to
perform successfully and take on new challenges (Murphy 2002).
For the successful implementation of the online degree, an extensive PD programme
will need to be put in place. This will need to address a number of key issues:
-

online facilitation skills

-

assessment strategies and approaches

-

base level of technical ability

-

iterative development of degree programme through research

12
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4.1 Process:

It is estimated that in order to cater for lecturer preparation, a six week lead in time
before the beginning of the programme is recommended. Outlined below is a draft
workshop outline:


A 4 day face-to-face hui will mark the start of the training and topics of course
design, structure, philosophy, and online issues will be covered.



Following the hui, there would be a workshop of 5 weeks duration. This
workshop will be participatory in nature and will be held in the Interact
community software. The same underpinning philosophies and values will
inform its design and running as the degree programme. Facilitators will be
expected to commit to 10 hours of online work per week over the duration of
the workshop and will be expected to contribute to conversation and activities.



Successful participation in the workshop will be a pre-requisite of going on to
facilitate the degree.

4.2 Key areas that will be addressed include:
-

translating face-to-face teaching skills online

-

designing virtual learning spaces

-

assessment online

-

generating participation

-

facilitating learning in the degree programme

-

working as a virtual team

4.3 Professional development costing
Item

Days

Day rate

Initial face to face

4

$ 700

Costs
$ 2, 800

5

$ 700

$ 3, 500

5

$ 700

$ 3, 500

hui
5 week online
facilitation
Degree start face to
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face hui
$ 9, 800

Total

The degree team will develop a programme of regular reviews at which they will
examine how the degree programme is progressing and the needs of individual
akonga who they feel are at risk of failing.

Lack of activity in the learning

community is a key indicator of this. This is particularly important because of the
intensive online nature of the degree and the infrequent opportunities to meet face-toface.
Delivery of this online degree will adopt ‘team teaching’ methodology. At the start of
each semester, the lecturers will collectively agree the approach for modules to be
covered, including integrating the face-to-face and online components, and agreeing
assessment processes. An end of semester review process will highlight strengths and
weaknesses that can then be taken forward to next semesters planning. This iterative
and action research lead approach is essential to ensuring that this innovative degree
is successful and meets the needs of the learners.
5. Technical Support
A person with online technical and media skills should join the team to support
students and facilitators with technology connected with the degree. This may be
someone from the ICT department at Te Wananga o Aotearoa, but whoever it is must
have dedicated time to this degree so that a guaranteed level of service can be offered.
5.1 Main Purpose of Job: To work with akonga and lecturers to support them in the
use of ICT connected with the degree programme.
5.2 Main duties and responsibilities to include:
-

helpdesk support with Interact community platform

-

support with multimedia, images, movies, etc.

-

general computer application support for akonga and lecturers

-

supporting the creation of digital resources
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TWoA has a commitment to providing a quality, relevant, and appropriate academic
programme in order to develop the potential of early childhood teachers and
management.

In order to provide this service it is important that processes are

implemented to ensure that the programme TWoA offers is current and applicable to
akonga. This can only be achieved through ongoing research.
This is a new degree in a new context and as such the lecturers will need to find out
how to best make it work. Development of the online degree will be underpinned by
employing an action research methodology linked to the Quality Assurance
mechanisms of TWoA and would include involving akonga in the process. Results
from these activities will be disseminated via the programme website to help create
the sense of co-research between the programme team and the akonga.

6.1 Action Research Model:
Action research is the application of fact finding to practical problem solving in a
social situation with a view to improving the quality of action within it and requires
the collaboration of researchers, practitioners and all participants within the context
that has been identified for the action research to occur (Burns 2000). The action
research model was first coined by social psychologist Kurt Lewin and involves a
cyclic sequence.

6.2 There are four basic characteristics of action research:
1.

Action research is situational (diagnosing a problem in a specific context
and attempting to solve it within that particular context

2.

Action research is collaborative (Teams of researchers and practitioners
working together)

3.

Action research is participatory (Team members take part in implementing
the research

15
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Action research is self-evaluative (Modifications are continuously
evaluated within the context, and is ongoing in order to improve practices)

This degree will accommodate the opportunity to apply appropriate research
methodology, therefore providing important data for future developments of Te
Korowai Kohungahunga. Recent research inquiries pay particular attention to the
importance of devolving power and control in research (Bishop 1996, 1997, Bishop
and Glynn 1999). In the search for a research model that is conducive to the kaupapa
of Te Korowai Kohungahunga, an inclusive approach was selected based on a
philosophy of collectivism, which is prominent in both kaupapa Maori and Early
Childhood ideology. ‘Participant driven research’ ensures the right of the people to
speak for them-selves. It is important that the research is placed within a context
where control and power are located within the collective and knowledge is gathered
and processed for the benefit of the collective.

6.3 Maori View
The Canadian socio-linguistic, Jim Cummin’s (1989) model of reciprocal interactions
endorses the findings of Metge (1984), Mahuta and Ritchie (cited in Hirsch & Scott
1988) which argues that a Maori approach endorses the aspects of control sharing,
collaborative learning contexts, participants setting their own learning goals, an
integrated curricular as opposed to content being taught in isolation. Cummins’s
(1989) believes that empowerment is a critical factor and that participants who are
made responsible for their own learning; develop the ability, confidence and
motivation to obtain successful outcomes.
This reciprocal model is described as Ka’ai (1990) and Pere (1984) as the whanau
concept, which embraces such concepts as aroha, manaaki, wairua, tautoko and
tiakitanga. This practice of whanaungatanga acknowledges the supportive nature of
the group, which creates a support system drawing on loyalties, obligations and
commitments (Hohepa, 1992).
The research model proposed by TWoA has been informed by both Kemmis and
McTaggart’s (1988) model of action research but place a strong emphasis on a Maori
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research paradigm. Following is an outline of concepts and processes which provide

the basis for this action research model as well as a diagrammatical layout of the
process. This model was developed specifically for Te Korowai Kohungahunga.
Whakawhanaungatanga:

Establishing relationships based on principles of

whanaungatanga ensures mutual trust and respect and underpins a successful research
process that will encourage positive changes from a kaupapa Mãori and bicultural
perspective for the benefit of young children.
Whakamana: Consultation and negotiation with all participants ensures that those
involved have ownership over the process and will determine the methodology and
action to be undertaken. Participants include staff and akonga involved in the delivery
and implementation of Te Korowai Akonga.
Nga Whainga: Participants will identify research directions and plan goals and
objectives, based on identified needs which are specific, concise, realistic, achievable,
and measurable, to ensure attainable outcomes. Research directions will be based on
‘finding things out’ or ‘making improvements’
Whakatakoto Kaupapa: A clear plan of action will be identified by the group to
ensure that goals and objectives will be met.
Whakatinana te kaupapa: Implementation will be a process determined by the needs
of the participants.
Arotake: Assessment will be based on critical self reflective practises with the
intention of identifying positive changes within the degree programme and identifying
further sites of change.
Whakatakoto Kaupapa Ano: This indicates a need to re-plan, implement and assess
identified sites of changes. This process is ongoing until lecturers and akonga have
made the changes needed to improve the focus identified for the research focus.
Successful development of the degree programme will depend upon a rigorous action
research programme supported by other approaches to evaluating whether or not the
degree is meeting the intended purpose. As well as developing the early Childhood
17
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degree successfully, it is hoped that more generalised lessons can be drawn for the
development of online courses for Te Wananga Aotearoa.

6.4 It is proposed that there are three strands to the research
approach:
1. Lecturers will be supported in their action research. This will include sessions
at face-to-face meetings and online through a community of good practice for
the lecturers and other staff working on the programme;
2. Data collection and analysis/interpretation to feed into the action research
being carried out by the lecturers;
3. An end of year overview of the project. This will entail drawing on the
lecturers’ action research and the analysis/interpretation of data collected. The
focus will be to draw out key lessons learned and implications for
development of the online approach for the Wananga.

6.5 Research questions could include some of the following as
well as other questions:
1. Is the Early Childhood degree meeting its intended aims and objectives?
2. What are effective online learning strategies?
3. How are the assessment strategies supporting student learning?
4. What are the cost implications for mixed mode/online delivery?
5. What are appropriate strategies for any technical issues that arise?

Action Research Model

Whakatakoto Kaupapa Ano

Arotake

Whakawhanaungatanga

Whakamana
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Te Anga
Rangahau

Whakatinana

Nga Whainga
Whakatakoto Kaupapa

In order for this programme to succeed, support must be provided to carry through the
initial processes of action research, preferably by Ultralab. Following are estimated
costs to carry this out.

7. Overview of costs to support research:
Consultancy support for supporting action research by lecturers in online learning
context 15 days per semester = 30 days (plus expenses for travel as agreed)
Survey construction, data collection, and description 10 days per semester = 20
days (plus expenses for travel as agreed)
Reporting on project 10 days (plus expenses for travel as agreed)

7.1 Costing
Work

Days

Day rate

Cost

Consultancy support

30

$700

$ 21, 000 (+GST)
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Survey construction,
collection, and
description of data

20

$400

$ 8, 000 (+GST)

End of year report

10

$ 700

$ 7000 (+GST)

Total

$36, 000 (+ GST)

8. Approaches to Online Learning

8.1 Online Learning Communities – Learning protocols and
processes
Online learning communities use software accessed through any computer linked to
the Internet with a web browser. This is primarily an asynchronous environment that
allows individuals to read and contribute at a time and place that is convenient to
them, providing the opportunity for reflective activities that exploit the asynchronous
nature of online software (Macfarlane et al 2003, Pringle 2002). Those
communicating in an online environment for the first time often need support to
adjust their expectations of when their postings may receive replies. Participants will
most likely access the community at quite different times, changing the nature of how
people interact. Expectations of when replies to postings can be expected need careful
managing as others will also access and contribute to the communities when they
choose.
Just as there are protocols, both tacit and explicit, for learning in face-to-face
situations so there are in online environments. These protocols and individuals’
experience of them is at an early stage of development. Consequently, we need to be
clear about the purpose of online activities and the processes, protocols, and behaviors
that best enable learning to take place. Online learning communities work best when
they empower the community members and a co-learning philosophy is applied where
all contributions and contributors are valued for their input.
In this degree, we are pushing at the boundaries of our understanding of online
learning communities in this particular context and should see our experiences as an
enquiry into the field.
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8.2 Participation contract
An agreed purpose for the community and shared expectations of members are
essential. So from the outset, an exploration of how learning might take place in an
online community and how this behavior will be exhibited is important. Therefore this
contract is supported by a Code of Ethics developed specifically for this programme.
The Code of Ethics is attached as Appendix A.

9. List of Strategies:
9.1 Hotseats
Hotseats provide the opportunity for ‘experts’ to be asked questions in their particular
domain or specialism. This simple question and answer conversation format often
develops into a rich dialogue between the participants and the hotseat guest,
exchanging ideas and thoughts. As the hotseat develops participants answer each
other’s questions and comment on the responses given by the hotseat guest.
Participants may return a number of times to extend points and seek clarification. The
number of contributions to a hotseat can range from only a few people, up to as many
as 30. The number of participants does not necessarily impact on the ‘success’ of the
hotseat, but if there are over 30 people contributing, the hotseat can become difficult
to read and engage with.

9.2 Noticeboards
These are used to share information between students and facilitators. A threaded
conversation tool will be used for simple sequential contributions. Typical
contributions will fall into the following categories:


akonga may ask questions and lecturers will respond to them



Lecturers will share information



aspects of the degree programme are discussed for clarification



support is offered



social contributions build the sense of community

9.3 Focused conversations
These are used to discuss a specific topic or subject. They are usually initiated with a
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short stimulation resource (written, audio, video, digital; still) and an initial posting by
the facilitator whose job it is to stimulate the conversation and support the students
learning through appropriate interventions. The most powerful way to encourage

students is to model desired behaviors, this includes linking to www resources,
constructively challenging student contributions, identifying 'fertile' threads of
conversation, sharing experiences both positive and negative, appreciating others
contributions, and encouraging reflective thinking.

9.4 Summaries
Long and complex threads of conversation may require summarizing. This should be
an activity shared by the students and facilitators and can be used to pull together a
conversation, identify areas of agreement and disagreement, create a resource for
future reference, and provide a starting point for further conversations by identifying
key issues or ideas.

9.5 Evaluation and reflection
This is an enquiry into the processes of learning and outcomes for students. This
information can be used within each group to reflect on the work of the group. It will
also be used to inform the continued development of the degree programme and
development of the online learning communities. At points chosen by lecturers, the
opportunity for akonga to reflect upon their experience of the degree programme is
built in. This could include:


a review of hui and inter-hui activities;



Moments to reflect on the content, methods and interaction used for the degree
programme;



Focused reflection on specific learning styles or processes following an
activity;



Other review processes that are appropriate for the groups

9.6 Action learning sets and study groups
Typically, these are not supported by lecturers, but will depend upon the akonga to
organise themselves for any given activity. Following are some guidelines for this
process.
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Small groups of 5-6 who work together for an agreed purpose



Focused discussions on real issues brought to the group



Collaborative sharing, brainstorming, and evaluation of ideas



Sharing of information including school policies, initiatives, etc.



Analysis of articles and ideas



operate over agreed periods

P5

9.7 Use of images
The use of images can be a powerful tool for sharing experiences. Some ideas could
be:


uploaded image of community members so that their contributions are
accompanied by both their name and a picture



taking digital image and posting them on the community pages can help
maintain a feeling of connection between the group



annotated digital photographs of classroom observations for sharing ideas and
stimulating discussions



uploaded images of facilitation/support team with brief biography so that
researchers can put a face to a name

9.8 Linking to resources
•

annotated web links to resources

•

explain what the resource is, and what was particularly interesting and
relevant

9.9 Field trips
•

links to a series of online sites and resources

•

intended learning outcomes identified and shared

•

clear instructions about the activity to be undertaken, e.g., explore a particular
resource/interactive activity

•

individuals bring back learning to the community to share and discuss

9.10 Jigsawing
•

small groups take 1 article/paper each
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•

at an agreed time they share a summary each has produced

•

optional discussion to follow

•

shares the workload, encourages collaborative working
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10. Percentage of programme to be delivered online in the first year:
It is envisaged that as the programme progresses, the time allocation for teaching
online will increase. For example, in the first year it is calculated that 45% of the
programme will be delivered online. Year two will increase to 55% and by year
three, 75% of the programme will be taught online. For the first year programme, it is
estimated that six courses will utilise online learning which calculates to
approximately a minimum of 5-10 hours per course per week. Of course, the
maximum amount of time akonga chose to spend online cannot be controlled. The
minimum allocation of time is based on estimated lengths of time required for akonga
to engage in meaningful dialogue related to course content. The grid below provides
an overview of the year one programme of Te Korowai Kohungahunga.
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INTERIM PROGRAMME FOR ONLINE DELIVERY OF FIRST YEAR DEGREE COURSES FOR
TE KOROWAI KOHUNGAHUNGA: TE WANANGA O AOTEAROA 2004
Course
Weeks

July
19

th

August
26

th

2nd

9

th

16

th

September
23

rd

30th

6

th

13

th

20

October
th

27

th

4

th

Induction
Te Tiriti o
Waitangi

11

th

18

November
th

25

th

1st

8th

15th

KEY
OUTL
INING
DELI
VERY
MOD
ES

Nga
whakaaro
Piiwai
Whanake
Tangata
Te
Whakapapa
o te reo

Sept-Oct

Block periods of one week
Noho marae (usually on weekends: would begin Friday nights and end Sunday)
Periods allocated for akonga to access online learning
6 days teaching placement
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INTERIM PROGRAMME FOR ONLINE DELIVERY OF FIRST YEAR DEGREE COURSES FOR TE
KOROWAI KOHUNGAHUNGA: TE WANANGA O AOTEAROA 2005
Course
Dates

Feb-March
25th 7th

April
14
21st
th

28

th

4

th

11

th

May
18th 25th

2

nd

9

th

16

th

June
23rd

30th

6th

13th

20th

27th

He Whariki
Matauranga
Te Hangai o
te reo tika
ana
Matauranga
Ngaio
Mahi
Whakaako 1

KEY OUTLINING DELIVERY MODES
Block periods of one week
Noho marae (usually on weekends: would begin Friday nights and end Sunday)
Periods allocated for akonga to access online learning
Teaching Practice
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11. Sites for Delivery:

Because of the nature of online delivery, it is not necessary to target any TWoA sites
for the delivery of Te Korowai Kohungahunga. Potential akonga would be able to
access the programme from anywhere, however, they would need access to computer
and internet facilities. For the face to face components of the programme, TWoA
Conference site at Glenview, Hamilton is the only identified delivery site.

12. Transition plan for online delivery over a three year period:
A scoping exercise was worked out in order to gauge what the implications would be
for Te Korowai Kohungahunga over a three year period in terms of resourcing, staffing,
costing and administration.
Activity
Face to Face
Resources and
approximate costing

Yr 1
End semester 1
Hui a kaiako
Resourcing completed
for year one $5,000
• Lecturers
input/student input
• Warren/website
management
&development

Staffing

Professional
Development
Research

Administration

Yr 2
Beginning of each
course
$5,000 per year

st

80 akonga = 4 staff

70 Akonga (1 year)
80 akonga (new intake)
= 1 extra staff

15 days
1 week f2f + 1
6 week online 10
Action research into
programmes

Research focus
• online (5 days)
• degree programme
Ultralab: Ongoing

• moderator
• practicum coordinator
• admin/person

Yr 3
Beginning of each
course
$5,000 per year

70 akonga (1st yr)
70 akonga (2nd yr)
80 akonga (new
intake)= 1 extra
staff
220 akonga in
total = 6 staff
members.
Evaluations

Ongoing

While the Part One of this report focuses specifically on philosophical, staffing and
programming issues pertaining to the online delivery segment of Te Korowai
Kohungahunga, the Part Two will present findings based on an analysis carried out on
programme software and other technical issues related to this development.
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PART TWO
13. Resourcing: Technical Infrastructure Requirements –
Website/Community Software
13.1 Review of community software
Of the two systems practically usable such as NetGuru and Interact, the evaluation
process shows Interact to be the most suitable for the purpose of the Early Childhood
degree in terms of meeting the pedagogical and practical requirements (see table
below).

13.2 Evaluation against criteria on a scale of 1 good, 2 acceptable, 3
poor
Criteria
Underpinning
constructivist
philosophy in
overall design
Navigation: the
ability to find
objects and spaces
Linking with
others: identifying
groups/individuals
to talk to
Empowerment;
tools to create
groups, discourse,
and media
Privileges: to
allow smaller
audiences for risk
taking and
building trust
Identity: clarity
(when
appropriate) about
who contributed,
read something,
etc.
Audience:

NetGuru - evidence
Instrumentalist ‘training’
approach with a heavy
reliance on learning objects as
a means of transmitting
content. Focus on assessment
through ‘testing’
Lack of consistence in
navigation bars for resources
and relationship to
conversations
Simple search available that
allows content and users to be
found

3

3

2

Interact - evidence
Ability for students to take full
control of learning tools in
selected spaces. ‘Drop box’ for
portfolio style assessment

1

Clear side bar navigation and
breadcrumb trail enables easy
navigation between different
learning spaces and conversations
Simple search available that
allows content and users to be
found

2

2

Create threaded conversations
only.

2

Wide range of tools available,
‘conversation suite’ could be
developed further

2

Assigned only memberships.
Ability o set up restricted subgroups

1

Developments will allow
individuals to elect to join ‘open’
groups. Ability o set up restricted
sub-groups

1

Images feature not available.
Individual’s profile not
helpful or clear

3

About section with ability to
upload images appended to
contributions

1

Unclear

3

Membership lists in each

2
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knowing who
could be listening
and has listened
Private space: to
draft and redraft,
store, upload
Notification –
knowing what’s
new for you
Discourse variety:
Q&A, brainstorm,
conversation
Support
Software
development

community
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No

3

Folders, documents, articles,
URL’s, etc.

1

No

3

2

Simple conversation only

3

Possible to see where
contributions have been made
since last visit. Notification
system being developed
Forum, weblink, note,
noticeboard, journal

TWoA support desk is
established
Unknown

1

Online support communities

2

3

Developer is NZ based in a HE
context and is responsive to
requests

1

2

13.3 Summary analysis of Netguru software:
A number of issues were identified from this analysis which indicated that Netguru may
not match the requirements of the online delivery of the Te Korowai Kohungahunga.
These included:
-

methodological and philosophical ideas underpinning NetGuru - an
instructional approach not constructivist

-

software language used is that of training and commerce, not education

-

difficulty in customizing for Maori culture and language

-

inappropriate online tools

The preferred community software Interact is hosted by Christchurch College of
Education. The skin can be customised and a Maori version is currently under
development which will be available very soon.

13.4 Summary analysis of Interact software
Interact community software has a pedagogical design and philosophy which is
consistent with the requirements of the degree programme. It enables:
-

control of the learning tools is placed in the hands of the learners, that is they are
able to create their own learning spaces, objects, and conversations

-

use of language and metaphors inline with educational philosophy

-

use of a Maori language skin

-

a developing range of online tools
29

-

direct feedback to the developer to improve and hone the software
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14. Website
A degree programme website should be developed.

This should be hosted and

maintained by the technical team of Te Wananga o Aotearoa. This will include the
production of learning resources directed by the lecturers. Page file sizes should aim to
be as low as possible and should not exceed 100KB.

14.1 Website content should include the following:
•

Course timetable

•

Course outline

•

Background information about the programme: rationale; philosophy; ‘onlineness’
(communicating the likely experience of online degree to perspective students)

•

Research findings about how the implementation of the degree is progressing

•

Akonga regulations and procedures

15. Internet Infrastructure considerations
‘Closing the digital divide’ (www.executive.govt.nz/minister/maharey/divide/pr.htm) is
emphasised by the New Zealand government as a priority in developing an ICT
strategy. Much progress has been made in particular with connecting schools to a
broadband network, however broadband access for private individuals is still not
common. It is important that this be considered when developing learning resources
including the website, and advising akonga and lecturers about the use of Internet
technology. In particular, care should be taken to keep web pages (maximum size
100KB) as small as possible and other media, where possible, should be accessible in a
range of formats that cater for a range of levels of Internet access.

16. Key learning resources
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16.1 Recommended Minimum Specification for a Computer would
be:
PC
Pentium II 400 MHz, 128MB RAM, 56k modem, monitor that displays in 1024x768
resolution, Windows 98 SE or above, Internet Explorer 6.Mac PowerPC G3, 128MB

RAM, 56k modem, monitor that displays in 1024x768 resolution, Mac OS 9.2 or above,
Internet Explorer 5.2 (or Safari)

17. Resources Developed for Online Delivery:
“The success of an online course is affected by its pedagogical richness, which is the
degree to which a course addresses learning styles, use of media, and interactivity with
content, testing and feedback, and collaboration” (Sonwalkar 2002) cited in Deubel
(2003).

The development of resources for the first four courses of Te Korowai

Kohungahunga was carried out with the idea of creating resources which would provide
variety and initiate some in-depth conversation and dialogue related to certain topics.
An overview of the schedule and processes for the development of resources are as
follows on page :
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
Resource Requirements
Timeline
Course: Te Tiriti o Waitangi WTKK 501.1
 Produce 5 video clips of approximately
3-5 Minutes duration regarding personal perspectives on Te Tiriti o Waitangi from Community
Professionals.

Tuesday 9th March,
1pm

 Draft information for
interviewees
 Draft consent forms for
interviewee
 Identify and contact
interviewees

16th March, 3pm

 Draft information for
interviewees
 Draft consent forms for
interviewee
 Identify and contact
interviewees

26th March 3pm

 Draft information for
interviewees
 Draft consent forms for
interviewee
 Identify and contact
interviewees

31st March 3pm

 Draft information for
interviewees
 Draft consent forms for
interviewee
 Identify and contact
interviewees

 Produce 4 newspaper clippings regarding current issues related to te Tiriti o Waitangi
 Produce 3 cartoon clips from newspaper regarding current issues related to Te Tiriti o Waitangi
Nga Whakaaro Piiwai no nehe: WTKK 502.1
 Produce 2 video clips of approximately 5-10 mins of people sharing their perspectives of traditional
childrearing and birthing practices
 Produce 2 stills with captions (whakatauaki) of Maori symbols which represent traditional concepts
and views of young children
Te Whanaketanga Tangata Mai i Te Ao Maori Ki Te Ao Whanui: WTKK 503.1
 Produce 6 annotated stills. One of each of the following:
Infant (new born), infant (6months), toddler, young child, tuakana/taina, intergenerational, within a
context of education.
 Prepare a script relating to a Maori perspective on conception
He Whäriki Matauranga: WTKK 504.1

Administrative
Requirements

 Produce a video clip of 10minutes duration related to the history and development of Te Whäriki,
the early childhood curriculum framework
 Produce 3 audio clips of 3-5 mins duration of Early Childhood Professionals articulating their
perspectives of the value of play, problem solving and creativity in the education of young children
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18. Success factors affecting online learning:

P5

According to Rzoska (2001), the critical factors which have a direct impact on the
success of online or e-learning are areas that TWoA would need to pay careful
consideration to if this programme is to succeed. These areas are:
1. regular access to a computer, especially in evenings and in weekends
2. pre-programme ICT training
3. positive attitudes to trying something new
4. readily available ICT support
5. reliable internet service provision.

19 Estimated Costs: (These figures are approximates)
-

Hosting and service cost of Interact $5 dollars per student per year (+ GST)

-

Customization of Interact interface $15, 000 (+GST)

-

Te Wananga o Aotearoa web design services to produce media – 1 day
commitment per week (TWoA estimate needed)

-

Continuous and ongoing PD programme required for facilitators $9,800.00
(Refer to No. 4.8, p9)

-

Funding for longitudinal research study $36,000.00 (refer to No. 7.1, p15)

20. Report of Recommendations:
These recommendations have emerged as a result of the findings outlined in this
report. There are five critical areas identified for consideration.
1. Technical Issues:
1.1 Interact community software be utilised for Te Korowai Kohungahunga. This
software is hosted by Christchurch College of Education
1.2 Te Wananga o Aotearoa web design services are used to produce a programme
website which links to Interact and carries key information about the degree
programme.
1.3 Te Wananga o Aotearoa web design services be utilised to develop key learning
resources, in particular media, other than text and to enable different Internet
access connection speeds to access resources
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Principle of media redundancy to be applied, that is audio, visual, textural

presentation of resources to allow akonga to choose their preferred option in
order to meet their learning styles
1.5

Web page file size not to exceed 100KB unless exceptional circumstances

2.

Research:

2.1

Action research methodology be adopted in the planning, development, and
delivery of the degree through iterative cycles

2.2

Research should be embedding in the project; this should be a collaborative
effort between Te Wananga o Aotearoa and Ultralab S. This must be supportive
of the TWoA Quality Assurance processes

3. Online Strategies:
3.1 Reflection on practice and action enquiry methodologies be adopted including
activities such as reflective authoring; small group work; learning journals; action
enquiry; hotseat discussions; sharing of workplace observations; different
approaches to discourse, multimedia presentations, action learning sets
3.2 Expert guests be used to bring specific expertise to akonga
3.3 Portfolio assessment methodology should be applied
3.4 The degree should enable a flexible delivery pattern for those unable to commit
to 3 years uninterrupted study
4. Staffing/Professional Development
4.1 Employment of lecturers for Te Korowai Kohungahunga should be at least 6
weeks in advance of the start date of the programme. This will provide ample
time for staff to be prepared for online delivery.
4.2 Lecturer selection and development of a PD programme as outlined is critical to
the success of the project.
4.3 Funding be allocated for the Ultralab representative to facilitate PD for staff of Te
Korowai Kohungahunga
4.4 Technical staff be identified and employed to support akonga and Lecturers
5. Funding implications:
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5.1 Funding be provided for ongoing professional development for at least the first
two years of the programme

5.2 Funding be provided for ongoing development of resources during the first three
years of the programme
5.3 Funding be provided to engage Ultralab’s support with the research process to
improve the quality of online delivery for Te Korowai Kohungahunga
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Appendix A: Code of Ethics

Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct for Akonga of Te Korowai
Kohungahunga

Naumai haere mai , welcome to Te Korowai Kohungahunga, Bachelor of Teaching in
Early Childhood Care and Education, at Te Wananga o Aotearoa. We want the early
childhood website to be a cooperative educational online place for all members of this
learning community. In order to create such a place, users must be responsible for
how they use the system and must at all times be accountable for their actions online.
This document outlines the rules for the early childhood website. When logging into
this system, users are agreeing to abide by these rules each time they use the early
childhood website. Please ensure to maintain a check on these rules as these are
subject to change.
Nga Ture: The Rules
Permission to Post Work:
In order to make the site an interesting place for its users, we must be allowed to post
the work you do on the Web. TWoA promises not use your work in any place other
than the early childhood website
No False Statements:
You cannot create any content that is false or misleading
Respect:
You must not generate any material that is obscene, indecent, hateful, and causes or
encourages harm against anyone
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You cannot post any data which is insulting and obscene.
No borrowing work without consent:
You must not use anyone else’s work without asking their permission, which includes
also issues of copyright and intellectual property rights.
No Junk mail or spam:
You must not use unsolicited commercial email, or any other mail that might
constitute ‘spam’ or ‘junk mail’.
Work may be viewed by others:
The work you produce can be viewed by all lecturers, other akonga on the early
childhood website as well as course moderators of TWoA who will at times be given
specific instructions to do so.
Content can be removed or altered:
You consent that TWoA lecturers may decide at any time to remove content,
information or material from the early childhood website or make changes to, or
discontinue any aspects of Te Korowai Kohungahunga. If you have any questions
about any information that has been tagged for removal please contact your lecturers
through email or phone.
Protecting your password:
You will be given a password and login details to access the early childhood website.
It is your responsibility to ensure that this information remains confidential to
yourself alone. If you lose or want to change your password for any reason, then
please contact your website administrator either though email or phone.

Safeguarding your information:
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As a member of the early childhood website you must at all times take care when

sharing personal information about yourself or your friends. If anyone makes you
feel uncomfortable about the types of questions being asked of yourself, talk with
your lecturer immediately.
Terminating accounts:
TWoA can terminate your early childhood website account at any time. If you wish
to terminate your account you must contact the website administrator to do so.
Inappropriate behaviour:
It is important that you talk with your lecturer if you observe, hear, or become aware
of something that you think is inappropriate behaviour while using the early
childhood website.

CODE OF ETHICS FOR ONLINE DELIVERY OF TE KOROWAI
KOHUNGAHUNGA: BACHELOR OF TEACHING IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD. TE WANANGA O AOTEAROA
Philosophical and Theoretical Underpinnings:
This code of ethics is based first and foremost on the kaupapa of Te Wananga o
Aotearoa and sets out to provide a process which supports aspirations such as holistic
educational opportunities for all, maintenance of a unique Maori cultural learning
environment, provision of practical learning experiences, support, encouragement and
guidance to all tauira, and to encourage all learners to achieve to their fullest
potential. One of the major underlying principles and that which will provide a
framework for this code of ethics, is the statutory basis of Wananga as provided in the
Education Amendment Act 1990, Section 162.

This provides a definition of

Wananga as follows:
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A Wananga is characterized by teaching and research that maintains, advances, and

assists the application of knowledge and develops intellectual independence and
assists the application of knowledge regarding ahuatanga Maori (Maori tradition)
according to tikanga Maori (Maori values, beliefs and practices)
Implicit within this definition is a code of ethics based on tikanga Maori, which
embraces concepts such as mana (reciprocity, and compassion), manaaki (respect),
awhina (embrace, assist), whanaungatanga (obligations, loyalty, sharing) and tapu
(social control, restrictions and protection) (Pere 1994). These ideas will provide the
theoretical framework for the Code of Ethics for the online delivery of Te Korowai
Kohungahunga, The Bachelor of Teaching in Early Childhood Care and Education.
A cursory examination of literature both nationally and internationally reveals some
explicit links between the philosophical underpinnings of ethical principles within
various contexts and tikanga Maori.

For example, ethical principles, rules and

conventions distinguish socially acceptable behaviour from that which is considered
socially unacceptable (Burns 2000, pg17). Within the context of this programme,
tikanga Maori and ethical reasoning maintain and preserve both the kaupapa of the
degree and that of Te Wananga o Aotearoa.
Principles of COE:
TWoA are obligated, under the law, to implement policies, practices and procedures
that protect their akonga and staff from personal harm or litigation. This COE ethics
is developed under the following Acts.
Privacy Act 1993
The core of the Privacy Act is twelve information privacy principles.

These

principles provide the rules in the collection, storage, security, accuracy, use and
disclosure of personal information as well as individual’s rights to access, and correct
personal information.
Copyright Act 1994 s 14
Copyright is a property right that exists, in accordance with this Act, in original works
of literary, dramatic, musical, or artistic work; sound recordings; films; broadcasts;
cable programmes; typographical arrangements of published editions.
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Work is not original if it is a copy of another’s work or it infringes the copyright in
another work. Section 15 (1) provides that copyright does not exist in a literary,
dramatic, or musical work unless and until the work is recorded, in writing or
otherwise.
The owner of the copyright in a work has the exclusive right to, in accordance with
sections 30 to 34 of the Privacy Act 1993, copy the work; issue copies of the work;
perform the work in public; display the work in public and to make an adaptation of
the work.

Context for COE:
Online delivery of Te Korowai Kohungahunga, The Bachelor of Teaching in Early
Childhood Care and Education, Te Korowai Manukura, Te Wananga o Aotearoa.
What is the COE?
The COE provides a set of shared values for all akonga and staff of Te Korowai
Kohungahunga, Bachelor of Teaching in Early childhood Care and Education. The
COE is needed to:


Ensure that our practices reflect tikanga Maori



Provide guidelines for our professional conduct



Articulate principles which can be invoked when we face an ethical dilemma
where there are no rules or policies to direct our action



Enhance the protection of akonga and staff of Te Korowai Kohungahunga,
Bachelor of Teaching in Early childhood Care and Education where reliable
assistance can be found in the COE



Assist in fostering whanaungatanga amongst the community of online learners
regardless of their location, social, cultural, economical, and educational
context



Provide a common set of statements, a bottom line, and a sense of purpose
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As online learners, everyone must observe the following guidelines during our
professional activities. Their purposes are to support and maintain ethical practices
amongst the learning community of Te Korowai Kohungahunga.
Why Have a Code of Ethics?


To define accepted or acceptable behaviour



To promote high standards of practice



To provide a benchmark for members to use for self evaluation



To establish a framework for professional behaviour and responsibilities

Codes of ethics (COE) are created in response to actual or anticipated ethical
conflicts. All COE must have a philosophical and theoretical framework and be
located

within

a

particular

context

(Chris

Macdonald,

http://www.ethicsweb.ca/codes/coe2.htm)
GUIDELINES
Lore of Tikanga Maori:
We will observe the lore of tikanga Maori which governs this code of ethics. We will
apply considerations and practices that will maintain the mana of each member of the
online community by displaying traits such as manaaki, aroha, and awhina, which are
based on whanaungatanga. We must respect the manner in which others entrust us
with information and knowledge from their personal perspectives.
Legality:
We observe the laws and regulations governing all online and professional activities
such as The Copyright Act 1994 and The Privacy Act 1993. We ensure that all online
activities are consistent with the ethical guidelines of TKK, TWoA.
Honesty:
To the best of our ability we will provide truthful and accurate communications. We
will ensure that communications are concise, clear, coherent, and creative in an
attempt to address the needs of our akonga as a community of learners. Before using
another person’s work, we will obtain permission to ensure legalities are observed and
maintained.
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In respecting the confidentiality of akonga and TWoA staff, we will disclose personal
and professional information only with their consent or when legally required. We
will seek requests from akonga or staff members before using their material for demo
purposes.

Quality:
With the goal of producing high quality work, we will negotiate realistic and honest
agreements on the schedule, budget, and deliverables with either TWoA IT staff or
prospective contractors. When working on any project, we will fulfill our negotiated
roles in a timely, responsible manner to meet any stated expectations.
Fairness:
We respect cultural diversity in our staff and akonga. We serve the best interest of
our akonga as long as such loyalty does not require us to violate the public good. We
will avoid conflicts of interest in the fulfillment of our professional responsibilities
and activities. If we are aware of conflict of interest, we will disclose it to those
concerned and obtain their approval before proceeding.
Professionalism:
We seek candid evaluations of our professional performance from internal and
external monitors, staff and akonga. We will also provide a reflective, evaluative
analysis of the online service we provide in order to remain current and up to date
with our service. We advance the IT communication profession through our integrity,
standards, and performances.
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Our Privacy Statement:
We acknowledge that your privacy is very important to you. Because of this we have
provided a statement to inform you about how the information and material you
provide will be used and protected while you are a working online as an akonga of Te
Korowai Kohungahunga.
Once you are enrolled as an akonga of Te Korowai Kohungahunga, information such
as your name, date of birth and student identification number will be passed on to the
Information Technology Centre who will then establish login details so you are able
to access the early childhood website and any other restricted sites which are relevant
to you. These details will consist of a username and a password.
The early childhood website is provided by TWoA which has its own Privacy Policy.
This policy is available on the website and any questions related to this policy can be
directed to the Website Administration desk. You are encouraged to read these policy
statements so you are clear about the way in which we will use your information.
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Ngahihi Matauranga
IT Consultation Hui held 5th February 2004, at 40 Bryant Rd,
3.15pm – 5.45pm
Present: Warren Williams (IT Development Manager, TWoA), Stephen Powell
(ULTRALAB), Rita Walker (Project Director, Ngahihi), Doreen Greenland
(Administrator Ngahihi)
Late Arrivals: Paora Stucki (Director Korowai Manukura, TWoA), Amiria O’Malley
(Director Early Childhood Teacher Education, TWoA), Neville Withers (Academic
Quality Manager, TWoA), Rosemarie Scott (TWoA)
Nga Taake Whanui
1. The purpose of the hui, an opportunity for IT team to informally meet to
discuss the online delivery of Te Korowai Kohungahunga (Bachelor of
Teaching ECE).
2. To identify and organise required tasks into some form of timeframe
Discussion
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accreditation process should occur within the next six weeks, ready for a July
start date
TWoA have salaried IT staff e.g. graphic designers/ application developers
already in place to create web, screens
Keep it simple. There needs to be balance i.e., too much information
(information overload) and not enough (boredom), also a need for flexibility
but not to the point where students loose the kaupapa
Delivery to be innovative and interesting e.g. story building, flashing
lights/bells etc, etc
Delivery will be determined by what students are expected to achieve
(learning outcomes) e.g.; students to interact online, debate works well etc
6 week block courses work well if incorporated with face to face delivery
Expected time students spend online to be stipulated by the faculty
Adaptable - courses can be reviewed accordingly
Envisaged that systems will be up and running 2 weeks prior to students
entering programme
Helpdesk – IT responsible for technical component, lecturer responsible for
course
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•
•
•
•

SOE will have an online gateway for students to access
Ensure students have access to computers. Computer specifications/checklist,
possibly a website for students to register online
Firstly look at what one or two papers possibly look like online, strategies for
delivery, review software etc
Professional Development – actual experience training rather than having to
read through pages of information. PD is ongoing

Timeline
Week 1 – up and running – net-guru
Week 2 – Awanuiarangi
Week 3 Software
May/ Midway
June 1st – PD Training
Mid June – Ready
July Start
Meetings
Next meeting Thursday 12th Feb 3pm at Tower Block
Thursday 19th Feb 3pm venue TBA
Thursday 26th Feb 3pm
“
th
Thursday 4 March 3pm
“
Meeting closed 5.45pm

Ngahihi Matauranga
IT Consultation Hui held 12th February 2004, 8th Floor Tower Building
3.00pm – 4.30pm
Present: Warren Williams (IT Development Manager, TWoA), Daniel Matthews
(Multimedia Developer/Webmaster, TWoA), Stephen Powell (ULTRALAB), Rita
Walker (Project Director, Ngahihi), Doreen Greenland (Administrator Ngahihi),
Paora Stucki (Director Korowai Manukura, TWoA)
Nga Taake Whanui
1. To further discuss the online delivery of Te Korowai Kohungahunga
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Discussion
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Author = moderator?
A need to sort out each role and what that involves, part of documentation
forming a sound base from which to work
Assessment: Students can be credited e.g. for their thinking skills, accessing
data, contributing to conferences etc. credits are clearly shown within the
marking criteria
Digital cameras used e.g. for observation purposes. Concept similar to
Learning Stories. Students learning and extending on their use and
understanding of other tools
Course readings or key passages can be put online for students to access, share
discuss etc
While there is a need to deliver content there needs to be balance. Content can
also come from the students e.g. resource links etc
Wananga in the 1st year could focus on essay writing, formatting, referencing
etc. Website where students can get further help
Software needs to be adaptable to TWoA pedagogy
Templates
At this point there has been no response from Awanuiarangi. If still no
response by Friday then may need to cancel
Links form one course into another. Information generated into next topic

Net-guru
• Login/password for net-guru received. Still need to play around with it and
explore possibilities
• Navigation somewhat complex, language could be more user friendly
• Consider changing terminology so that it is more inline with the Maori
kaupapa of the degree i.e. use of te reo Maori, Maori background etc
• Administrator: Net-guru Manual. Warren will make document available as
required
• Net-guru meeting on Tuesday 17th February 10am – 12 noon, Head Office Te
Awamutu
• Stephen meet with Rita on Saturday 14th February, Ngahihi at 9am. Purpose to
work through courses in more depth. Set up sample classroom
Meetings
Next IT meeting Thursday 26th February, 3pm at Tower Building
Thursday 4th March 3pm: venue TBA
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Ngahihi Matauranga
IT Consultation Hui held 4th March 2004, at Ngahihi 69 Enderley Ave
3.15pm – 4.30pm
Present: Warren Williams (IT Development Manager, TWoA), Stephen Powell
(ULTRALAB), Rita Walker (Project Director, Ngahihi), Doreen Greenland
(Administrator Ngahihi),
Nga Taake Whanui
3. To further discuss the online delivery of Te Korowai Kohungahunga
4. Evaluation of Net-guru
5. Website Plan/Structure
6. Resources
7. Technical Support
Discussion
•
•

Evaluation of Net-guru and Interact: Showed Interact to be most suitable for
the ECE degree programme
Need a website;
: Under School of Education (SOE)
: Develop SOE site
: Community Software
: Effective marketing tool
: Keep URL simple
: Rule of thumb no more than 3 clicks
: Could create library resource
: Warren to see Paora in regards to marketing to ensure that
TWoA
are fully informed
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•

Website Plan/Structure
TWoA

SOE

course Prescription

TKKM - Interact

Assessment

Contact Details

Resources

Interact

•

Resources
: Content of resource = degree team / Colors etc = Warren’s team
: Develop own resources; video clips, stills, locate snippets of interest
: Gather existing resources
: Be mindful of Digital Copyright Laws
: Theme/format has to flow throughout entire website (TKKMInteract)
: Time restraints: standard template can make changes e.g. colors, text,
macrons…within half a day
: Make up 3 mock case studies
: Consider contacting University or Wintec Media Studies to contract a
second year student to collate the resources

•

Technical Support
: TWoA has technical support for Staff but not for students although
an informal helpdesk is available
: Feedback area (email address) where students for example are able to
send their queries to someone who will be able to assist
: There is a need for a support group to be set up within the framework
this could be in the form of FAQ access, email support person,
helpdesk
: Warren’s team can set the above up, simply provide the text

Next Meeting:
Wednesday 10th March
1pm, Tower Building
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Ngahihi Matauranga
IT Consultation Hui held 10th March 2004, 8th Floor Tower Building
1.15pm – 2.45pm
Present: Warren Williams (IT Development Manager, TWoA), Stephen Powell
(ULTRALAB), Rita Walker (Project Director, Ngahihi), Doreen Greenland
(Administrator Ngahihi), Paora Stucki (Director Korowai Manukura, TWoA), Neville
Withers (Academic Quality Manager, TWoA)
Nga Taake Whanui
8. Website Plan/Structure
9. Software / Resources – Evaluation Net-guru and Interact
10. Technical Support
Discussion
•

Website: To be developed, draft up a SOE website (refer to consultation 3
notes)
Stream/Download, website 5 pages envisaged as follows
 (1) Welcome Page
: Important first image, first impressions, make it dynamic, an
area
to engage peoples interest
: Homepage to remain static but have something which is
captivating, possible ideas a collage of significant Maori, a
few
lines of text, resources, an image of a people working on the
course with a spiel about each
 (2) Resources
: Hotlinks to imagery, avoid a lot of images
 (3) Administration
: Student support, student regulations, where assignments go
etc…
 (4) Student Experience
: Could have images of students sharing their experiences e.g.
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someone from a rural area, single mother, mature student….
 (5) Research
: Professional Development: Implications for staffing
suggestions,
Preparing staff 6 wk period (probation).
Staff to have completed online course themselves
Staff formula to be in place
Staff to be on site for face to face
Identify resourcing, strategies, provision of resources
Job description for staffing to be quite clear
: Action Research:
To be written into job description, is an ongoing process
Sharing information e.g. end of semester student surveys
Students to have ownership
: Specialization of ECE Degree
•

Ratio: 1- 40/ 1-35 can be delivered on a higher ratio dependant on assessment
as
pressure points occur during this time

•

Software: Review of community software. Net-guru and Interact.
: Interact hosted by Christchurch College of Education sold as
a
product. Philosophically more applicable to ece degree.
: Interface e.g. skins can be customized, a Maori version is
currently under development.
: Hosting and service costs of Interact $5.00 per student
: It would indicate from Stephen’s report that there is some
debate
in terms of Net-guru and it’s overall function within TWoA.
Netguru should be given the opportunity to question and address
concerns as outlined in the evaluation
: If Christchurch College of Education are already delivering
ece
online could look at purchasing resources etc, or whatever
else
Interact may have to offer
: Also important to investigate further whether TWoA are
viewed
as complementary or in direct competition with Christchurch
College of Education
: In light of the above Paora Stucki to make contact with
someone
at Christchurch College of Education/Interact. Glen Davis
technical contact person (see Stephen). Also need to ascertain
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Interact structures e.g. sorting out breakdowns, power cuts,
what

happens, what kind of backup systems are in place. This kind
of
information is important for the purpose of accreditation
: Rita expressed that in light of Stephen’s understanding and
knowledge in regards to the degree and online delivery it was
important that he be present when documentation comes up
for
accreditation
•

Marketing: Probably base on models for other schools within TWoA, keep
the same e.g. prospectus…Bring in someone from marketing, and
communications

•

Administration: Contact information to remain within TWoA structure

•

Online Enrolment:
: Queried this with Chona, seems like a good idea but don’t
know how to put in place.
: There is some interest in this option, and it could be done as
an institution through ordinary process
: Can enroll centrally but for the purpose of efts would still
need
to know what campus

•

Quality for Staff
: There is a need for technical support. This will need to be
timetabled in (for Warren) and will be crucial for
Accreditation
: As a guideline work on average hrs per week
: Lecturers will need some kind of helpline, helpdesk
: In regards to software, online forum, email support (Interact)
: IT help TWoA staff can help with TWoA software. Will need
to
coordinate some kind of strategy

•

Costing

•

IT Support

: Scoping development over 3 years
: Assurance that TWoA will fund the whole programme, an
important aspect in terms of accreditation
: Support person needs to be a named person, not simply
someone
who happens to be available at the time
: Will need to work out details of this position, look at the
technical and functional aspects, could possibly be a .5
position
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